Surge Guard Troubleshooting Guide
P/N 40240
Note: Testing should be
performed with AC Units and
electrical appliances turned
off.

Connect the Shore cord to a 50A, 120V/
240V, power source.
See Note 7.

After 2min
16sec did the
coach power
up?

Yes

Passed test. The Surge
Guard is operating properly.
Note voltage and current
measurements are within the
normal range on remote or
house monitoring equipment

No
Review the remote
monitor or house
monitoring display.

Does the Coach
display read NO AC
Present?
Is there a error
message?

No

Yes

Use the error message to
find the cause of the AC
power fault. Descriptions
follow:

Yes

Is the TRC
display blank?

Yes

No
Are both legs of
voltage displayed
well within 102132?
No

Yes

Check the small
communication
jack on the side of
the ATS for proper
insertion and
damage.

Verify 120/240Vac
is present at the
ATS input and is
within 102132Vac.

If good AC power
is available to the
Input with no
output or error
messages.
Replace the ATS

Possible ATS contactor coils or drivers
failed.
Replace the ATS
If the display shows delay active or the voltage doesn't stay
within 102-132Vac. Marginal power is present. Verify the power
source. Move to a different power pedestal and repeat tests.

1. Low Voltage - If the input voltage drops below 102Vac for more than 8 sec. the power will be removed protecting your electronic
equipment. This condition may be caused by overloading the parks power. Try reducing your loads.
2. High Voltage - If the input voltage increases above 132Vac for more than 8sec, power will be removed.
3. Line1, Line2 or Neutral open - Check all input wiring to the ATS. Check Shr cord. Check wiring on Generator. Replace Receptacle
on pedestal. Replace adapter if reducing down to 120V,30A service.
4. Open Ground - Check input wiring to the ATS. Check wiring on Generator. Replace Receptacle on pedestal. Replace adapter if
reducing down to 120V,30A service.
5. Reverse Polarity - Check wiring at pedestal.
6. Check Surge - Fuses inside unit have opened. Return ATS to TRC for service. The ATS may be used until service can be arranged.
7. Note: The Surge Guard ATS will also operate properly using a suitable 120V, 30A adapter.
For additional technical support call 800-780-4324 ext 311
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